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A. The new installations were required to relieve overload conditions on the 34kV terminals 506 

at Dixon TSS 107, and to prevent near-term overload conditions projected to occur at 507 

Dixon TDC 317, and Rock Falls TSS 133, and resolve recurring maintenance and 508 

environmental issues associated with existing transformers.  The overload and projected 509 

overload conditions resulted from area demand, projected demand growth and the closure 510 

of a 14 MW cogeneration facility owned by a Dixon cement manufacturer.  Overload 511 

calculations were based on 2008 “weather adjusted” actual loads.  Furthermore, the 512 

existing transformers at Dixon TSS 107 had been in service since shortly after World 513 

War II, and their replacement would, in addition to relieving the overloads, improve the 514 

ability to maintain the system because spare parts for the regulating equipment associated 515 

with those transformers were limited.  516 

Q. What alternatives did ComEd consider prior to pursuing this project? 517 

A. ComEd considered an alternative of installing an additional 40 MVA transformer and 518 

extending the 34kV bus at Rock Falls TSS 133 and constructing a new 34kV line from 519 

TSS 133 to Sterling TDC 372.  This option addressed the 34kV overload issues in the 520 

area, but did not address the recurring maintenance and environmental issues of the older 521 

transformers at Dixon TSS 107 Substation.   522 

5. Plymouth Court Feeders 523 

Q. What is the Plymouth Court Feeders project? 524 

A. The Plymouth Court project, or more fully the “12kV Plymouth Court Feeder Tie 525 

Project,” involved the installation of new 12kV feeders, switches, associated cable, 526 

splicing and station equipment to improve ComEd’s ability to serve the downtown 527 

Chicago networks in case of an equipment outage.  528 
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ComEd accomplished this with the addition of new 12kV cable in new and 529 

existing underground conduit systems, switches, and various station modifications, 530 

thereby providing capacity to pick up customer load supplied by the Plymouth Court 531 

Substation if the station, one of our oldest in the downtown area, were to experience a 532 

failure.  The project permanently transferred one “network group” (a set of 533 

interconnected distribution lines) from Plymouth Court Substation (TSS 49) to State 534 

Street TSS 126 and provided backup for the remaining two network groups supplied by 535 

Plymouth Substation.  One network group is backed up by the State Street Substation and 536 

the other is backed up by LaSalle TSS 68.  Pictures illustrating the work are below. 537 

 538 

Q. What was the cost of the Plymouth Court Feeders project? 539 

A. The total cost incurred was $8.96 million. 540 

Q. Was this project needed simply because of inadequate capacity at existing facilities? 541 

A. No.  While Plymouth Court and Dearborn Substations are both designed to withstand two 542 

independent equipment outages, in the event that there were still further equipment 543 

outages this load would be dropped for a significant length of time until switching or 544 

other remedial and more time consuming action could be taken.  Without the backup 545 
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feeders at the 12kV supply circuit level, extended customer outages of up to a month 546 

would have been possible.  Such outages are unacceptable.     547 

In this case, because of the critical nature of these assets and the extraordinary 548 

outage times possible, ComEd balanced the value of added redundancy against the 549 

impact of a catastrophic outage in addition to applying normal capacity-based planning 550 

criteria.  While other disaster recovery plans for complete loss of the substation were 551 

developed, these plans required the installation of significant amounts of 12kV cable on 552 

an emergency basis.  The Plymouth Court 12kV Feeder Tie Project reduced the duration 553 

of the restoration effort greatly.  With the project, full restoration of the Plymouth 554 

Substation load is possible within a 24 hour period, even if the station were to suffer a 555 

catastrophic failure. 556 

Q. What alternatives did ComEd consider prior to selecting this alternative? 557 

A. ComEd considered four alternatives: 558 

1. Do nothing and rely on the existing infrastructure to provide the basis of restored 559 

service in the event of an outage.  This was unacceptable for the reasons I stated 560 

above. 561 

2. Rely on redundant 69kV facilities as a basis for restoring the station.  This option 562 

was less flexible than the selected plan and does not address a complete loss of 563 

transformers or switchgear at Plymouth Court Substation.   564 

3. Use tie feeders supplied through two entirely new substations, designated the 565 

“Columbus” and “Randolph” substations for the purpose of study.  This option, 566 
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including the construction of the two new substations it would have required, was 567 

rejected as more expensive. 568 

4. Install temporary generators in the event of catastrophic failure of Plymouth Court 569 

Substation.  After investigation, this option was found not to be feasible.  570 

Q. What documents did you rely upon to reach these conclusions? 571 

A. I reviewed the planning and engineering reports and analyses prepared by ComEd’s 572 

Distribution Planning Department, including documents reviewed by the PRC and 573 

PARC.  Finally, I reviewed the PDR&C report on the project.   574 

6. Mobile Dispatch – Phase III4 575 

Q. What is the Mobile Dispatch Project? 576 

A. The Mobile Dispatch project combines integrated computer software and ruggedized 577 

laptops installed in ComEd field vehicles with the latest wireless communication 578 

technologies and mobile workforce software, and required installing software and 579 

hardware in our dispatch centers, crew/field vehicles, and other locations from which 580 

crews are dispatched.  It allows ComEd to dispatch and re-dispatch crews in the field 581 

without the necessity of voice communication and to provide real-time information to 582 

crews in the field, along with real-time updates from the field for customer 583 

communication.  Departments who received the Mobile Dispatch systems included 584 

Distribution System Operations, Construction and Maintenance, Transmission and 585 

Substation, New Business, and Field and Meter Services.   586 

                                                 
4 The Mobile Dispatch work included in Schedule F-4 includes Phase III, the final phase of the 

project, as well as any remaining tasks to close out Phase II. 
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Q. How much did completing the Mobile Dispatch Project cost? 587 

A. Completing this Project involved $14.4 million of additional distribution investment. 588 

Q. Why was the Mobile Dispatch project undertaken? 589 

A. The Mobile Dispatch Project was required to provide real-time crew management 590 

utilizing electronic dispatch of scheduled and emergent work, as well as electronic status 591 

reporting and closeout.  The objective was to enable the reduction of customer outage 592 

duration and the CAIDI index, improve customer satisfaction, and reduce cost.   593 

Q. How has completing the Mobile Dispatch system benefitted customers? 594 

A. The project has dramatically enhanced the efficiency of field operations, replacing a 595 

voice and paper-based process with nearly instantaneous data communication.  Crews no 596 

longer need to speak with a dispatcher in order to obtain an assignment.  A crew that 597 

completes a job can use the system to locate another nearby pending job.  This improves 598 

both efficiency and morale.  In particular, the Mobile Dispatch Project improves ComEd 599 

productivity and responsiveness by providing benefits summarized as: 600 

 Reducing the cycle time to dispatch and close field work; 601 

 Improving communication and routing of work orders from dispatch center to 602 

field crews; and 603 

 Making procedures, customer/premise and equipment details, and drawings 604 

more readily available to field work forces. 605 

The productivity gains from those benefits will result in shorter durations of 606 

service interruptions to ComEd’s customers and lower operational costs.  ComEd 607 

estimated that the average duration of service interruptions experienced by its customers 608 
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would improve 4-8 minutes as a result of implementing Mobile Dispatch.  In addition, 609 

particularly for Phase 3, the real time interface with ComEd’s Customer Information 610 

Management System (“CIMS”) improves service order updates and makes more and 611 

better information available to customers regarding the status of their request.   612 

Q. How does completing the Mobile Dispatch System support the Smart Grid? 613 

A. Mobile Dispatch will work synergistically with Smart Grid technologies.  For example, 614 

using mobile dispatch technology, ComEd can send fault locating information directly to 615 

crews.  Eventually, that can include more precise fault locating information provided by 616 

intelligent substations.  Similarly, crews on site at an outage can be remotely re-617 

dispatched if, for example, the AMR infrastructure reports that secondary outages remain 618 

after a restoration task is complete. 619 

Q. What new assets are required to implement Mobile Dispatch? 620 

A. Major components of the Mobile Dispatch system include: 621 

 Mobile Dispatch Terminals (MDTs are ruggedized laptops) for installation in 622 

crew and service vehicles; 623 

 Application software on MDTs and dispatcher computers (desktop) for 624 

managing work assignments and crew status; 625 

 Global Positioning Systems (GPS) for street level routing and vehicle 626 

tracking; and 627 
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 Mobile Mapping server and client application software and land and electrical 628 

mapping data to ensure up to date maps for optimum routing, driving 629 

directions, asset identification, and accurate “as-built” markups of engineering 630 

designs. 631 

In addition, associated software was installed to manage those systems and 632 

integrate them with other existing ComEd systems, including: 633 

 Work Management System (Passport) to electronically schedule, assign, and 634 

dispatch Work Orders; 635 

 CIMS to electronically schedule, assign, and dispatch Service Calls; and 636 

 Outage Management System to electronically schedule and dispatch Outage 637 

Calls. 638 

Q. How does Phase III relate to the entire Mobile Dispatch project? 639 

A. Phase III is the final phase of ComEd’s overall implementation of Mobile Dispatch.  640 

Phase I integrated mobile field forces with ComEd’s Outage Management System, and 641 

Phase II integrated ComEd’s work management (Passport).  Phase I was completed in 642 

2008 with the system interface for both OMS & Passport along with Distribution System 643 

Operations.  Phase II deployment was completed earlier in 2009.  The Commission 644 

approved recovery of the costs of those Phases in prior rate cases.  The work associated 645 

with Phase III was completed in December 2009, when ComEd integrated the field 646 

dispatch system with CIMS. 647 

Q. What alternatives did ComEd consider prior to deciding to proceed with Phase III 648 

of the Project? 649 
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A. Completing the Mobile Dispatch Project was compared to terminating the project at the 650 

end of Phase II.  The analysis re-substantiated the benefits I identified above and 651 

supported the completion of project as planned.   652 

7. Other F-4 Projects 653 

Q. The remaining projects indentified on Schedule F-4 are the AMI Pilot and the 654 

information systems work relating to PORCB.  Which witnesses address those 655 

projects? 656 

A. Both the AMI Pilot and the PORCB information system work are discussed by Mr. 657 

Marquez (ComEd Ex. 10.0).  The panel of Mr. Jensen and Ms. Montague (ComEd Ex. 658 

17.0) also discuss the AMI Pilot. 659 

E. Major Blanket Capital Investment Programs 660 

Q. You stated at the beginning of your testimony that in addition to unique projects, 661 

ComEd is also seeking to add costs incurred through blanket programs to its rate 662 

base.  What utility functions do ComEd’s blanket programs generally serve? 663 

A. ComEd generally invests in blankets programs to accomplish work in one or more of five 664 

broad categories: (1) corrective maintenance; (2) capacity expansion; (3) new business; 665 

(4) public relocation; and (5) system performance.  The charts below depict ComEd’s 666 

investments in distribution plant, by category, from July 1, 2008 through December 31, 667 

2009, and from January 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 (the latter being the pro forma 668 

period), respectively.  I do note that particular blanket programs may meet one or more of 669 

these purposes, so the allocation is necessarily approximate.  But, it is accurate enough 670 

for illustrative purposes.   671 
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 672 

As the graphs illustrate, ComEd’s work by category tends to be fairly stable over time, 673 

and we expect that to continue, at least so long as ComEd has adequate revenues to 674 

support projects like System Performance improvements that would have to be deferred 675 

or eliminated if revenues were inadequate to support them.   676 

Q. What processes are in place to ensure that the blanket program costs are prudent 677 

and reasonable in amount? 678 

A. In addition to ComEd’s general engineering, financial, and management controls, ComEd 679 

assigns a “Category Owner” to each of the broad categories I identified above.  ComEd 680 

manages various blanket programs within their predominant category.  So, for example, 681 

under “New Business”, ComEd had approximately 35 blanket programs in 2008 and 682 

2009 to track costs to serve new customers based upon whether the customer is inside or 683 

outside Chicago and whether the new service is overhead or underground.  Certain 684 

blanket programs, such as acquisition of transformers, also cut across these broad 685 

investment categories. 686 
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To prioritize its resources and ensure that blanket program expenditures are 687 

prudent and reasonable, ComEd uses both functional and process controls.  The 688 

functional control includes managers who are responsible for the prudent and efficient 689 

use of labor, material, and contract resources in their individual departments, such as 690 

construction and maintenance.  The category owners are responsible across geographic 691 

and functional boundaries for the prudent and efficient use of resources.  In addition, the 692 

category owners are responsible for systematically reviewing the charges to the blanket 693 

program accounts within his/her category to ensure that the capital/expense allocations 694 

accurately reflect the work that is being done.  Important examples of where ComEd has 695 

used blanket programs to better manage and control its costs were independently 696 

reviewed by PDR&C.  PDR&C concluded that the blankets were a reasonable and 697 

prudent means of managing this work.   698 

Q. Were you able to reach professional opinions concerning the reasonableness and 699 

prudence of these blanket projects, and whether the assets they involve are being 700 

used for, and are useful in, serving ComEd’s retail customers?  701 

A. Yes, I was.  I am personally familiar with many of these blankets and the procedures 702 

under which they were designed and under which they are managed and implemented. 703 

The use of these blanket programs allows ComEd to efficiently manage this high-volume 704 

work and to control the associated costs.  I have reviewed relevant documentation, 705 

including the same types of data as for unique projects.  I conclude that ComEd acted 706 

prudently in implementing these blanket programs and did so at reasonable cost.  707 

Moreover, the facilities installed pursuant to these blanket programs are used and useful 708 

in providing service to our customers. 709 
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Q. What particular blanket programs are you addressing further in your testimony? 710 

A. Although it is not required by Schedule F-4, I discuss ComEd’s largest blanket programs, 711 

by function.  As I said, some of these types of blanket programs fall within only one of 712 

the five broad work categories.  Others cut across several.  Thus, several of the six 713 

blanket program functions I discuss will mirror work category titles, but several will not.  714 

Because this is a distribution rate case, I will be discussing these programs from the 715 

perspective of the distribution function and the costs I discuss are distribution costs. 716 

1. Corrective Maintenance Blanket Program 717 

Q. What is this blanket program? 718 

A. This program covers four of the largest tasks associated with emergency cable and 719 

underground equipment replacement, and cable fault repairs throughout the ComEd 720 

system.  They account for approximately 90% of ComEd’s expenditures on cable faults 721 

and emergency cable and equipment replacement.  Electric utility distribution systems 722 

require ongoing corrective actions to repair and replace infrastructure components, and 723 

these programs ensure the safety and reliability of ComEd’s distribution system.  To 724 

illustrate their scope, ComEd repaired over 26,500 underground cable faults in 2008 and 725 

2009, or, on average, more than 1,000 per month. 726 

Q. How much did ComEd invest in this work from July 1, 2008 through the end of 727 

2009? 728 

A. The total capital cost for all underground cable faults, emergent cable and equipment 729 

replacement blanket program from July 1, 2008 through December 31, 2009 was 730 

$95 million.  Together with expenses of approximately $60.8 million, this resulted in a 731 
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total cost for this activity of $156 million. In addition, from January 1, 2010 through June 732 

of 2011, ComEd expects to place into service emergency cable and underground 733 

equipment replacement in the amount of $98.5 million, and has included this amount in 734 

its pro forma adjustment to rate base.   735 

Q. Does ComEd take any specific actions relating to its underground facility 736 

replacement program that are designed to keep costs of these blanket programs 737 

down?   738 

A. ComEd manages the repair process to reduce costs as much as possible consistent with 739 

accomplishing the repairs promptly.  Also, ComEd minimizes the need for corrective 740 

action by employing maintenance programs to optimize the service life of infrastructure 741 

components and prevent in-service failures.    742 

Q. In ComEd’s last rate case, $18.7 million of costs incurred in connection with 743 

ComEd’s installation of underground cable was removed from ComEd’s proposed 744 

rate base.  Is that amount included in rate base in this case? 745 

A. Yes, these costs are included in the schedules attached to the testimony of ComEd’s 746 

revenue requirement witnesses, Ms. Houtsma and Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 6.0).   747 

2. Overhead Facility Replacement Blanket Program 748 

Q. What is this blanket program? 749 

A. The overhead facility replacement program includes the top three capital expenditure 750 

projects for emergent corrective maintenance on distribution circuits and replacement of 751 

overhead equipment, which together account for about 80% of ComEd’s total overhead 752 

emergent expenditure.  The program includes numerous discrete tasks, such as replacing 753 
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poles, overhead transformers, wire, fuses, connectors, brackets, braces and arresters.  754 

Again, because of the relatively minor cost and repetitive nature of these individual tasks, 755 

we group them under a blanket program so that we can more easily track our costs and 756 

productivity. 757 

Q. What is the purpose of this blanket program? 758 

A. The purpose of overhead facility replacement is to ensure that key distribution system 759 

facilities are operating safely and within established parameters.  Replacing, repairing 760 

and maintaining equipment to provide service to customers is fundamental to providing 761 

electric utility service.  Electric utility distribution systems require ongoing corrective 762 

actions to repair and replace infrastructure components.  ComEd minimizes the need for 763 

corrective action by employing maintenance programs intended to optimize the service 764 

life of infrastructure components and prevent in-service failures. 765 

Q. How much did ComEd invest in overhead facility replacement from July 1, 2008 766 

through the end of 2009? 767 

A. The total capital investment in the emergent overhead facility replacement blanket 768 

program from July 1, 2008 through December 31, 2009 was approximately $54.7 million.  769 

Together with expenses of approximately $3 million, this activity had a total cost of 770 

$57.7 million.  In addition, from January 1, 2010 through June of 2011, ComEd expects 771 

to place into service overhead facilities in the amount of $41.6 million, and has included 772 

this amount in its pro forma adjustment to rate base.   773 

3. New Business Installation Blanket Programs 774 

Q. What are the major blanket programs that fall within this category? 775 
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A. These programs provide new services for both commercial and residential customers.  776 

Outside of Chicago, this includes both overhead and underground services, and new 777 

overhead services in Chicago.  These are the largest blankets in this category.  They 778 

account for approximately 77% of the blanket program spend in the category from the 779 

third quarter 2008 through year end 2009.  780 

Q. How much did ComEd invest in installation of new service connections to 781 

commercial and residential customers in the second half of 2008 and 2009? 782 

A. From July 1, 2008 through the end of 2009, ComEd invested approximately $131.6 783 

million in capital costs, excluding transformer material costs related to those customer 784 

requests, to provide services to new residential and commercial customers.  ComEd 785 

installed approximately 35,600 new services as part of this program during that same 786 

period.  In addition, from January 1, 2010 through June of 2011, ComEd expects to invest 787 

an additional $163.8 million to serve new customer load. 788 

4. System Performance Blanket Programs 789 

Q. What are the major blanket programs within this category? 790 

A. These blanket programs include:  (1) installation of mid-circuit reclosers (sectionalizing 791 

units); (2) underground cable replacement; and (3) cable cure treatment (as opposed to 792 

replacement). The program includes numerous discrete tasks to install mid-circuit 793 

reclosers, replace underground cable (mainly in subdivisions) and cable cure treatment.  794 

Again, because of the relatively minor cost and repetitive nature of these individual tasks, 795 

we group them under a blanket program so that we can more easily track our costs, 796 

productivity and negotiate installation costs with contractors on a per unit basis. 797 
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Q. How much does ComEd seek to add to rate base for system performance 798 

improvements between July 1, 2008 and December 31, 2009? 799 

A. During that period, ComEd placed into service approximately $84.3 million for all 800 

system performance blanket projects. The overhead mid-circuit recloser and proactive 801 

underground cable replacement and cable cure accounted for approximately 64% of the 802 

total spend. In addition, from January 1, 2010 through June of 2011, ComEd will place 803 

into service $97.1 million of system performance improvements and has included this 804 

amount in its pro forma adjustment to rate base.   805 

Q. What is the purpose of system performance blanket programs? 806 

A. The purpose of system performance work is to reduce the frequency -- and, to a lesser 807 

extent, the duration -- of customer outages.  ComEd, like many other utilities, measures 808 

and tracks the frequency of outages closely through the System Average Interruption 809 

Frequency Index (SAIFI), one objective measure of the reliability of the system.  Under 810 

this blanket, ComEd has installed over 1,000 mid-circuit reclosers, 75% of which have 811 

been installed since 2007.   812 

To illustrate the impact that this work has had, we estimate that the installation of 813 

333 mid-circuit reclosers in 2008 avoided approximately 32,000 customer interruptions 814 

in 2009.  ComEd is also employing proactive programs to optimize the service life of 815 

cable, prevent in-service failures and minimize the need for immediate corrective action.  816 

Proactively replacing cable and injecting cable in residential subdivisions provides 817 

ComEd the opportunity to remediate cable prior to failure and allows for improved 818 

customer satisfaction.  Residential cable failures have a small system SAIFI impact but 819 

preventing these failures is a key tool to eliminate or reduce pocket reliability issues and 820 
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community complaints.  Through this program, ComEd has replaced or treated 821 

approximately 150 miles of poor performing cable per year, over the last couple of years, 822 

and, we estimate, prevented approximately 13,000 customer outages in 2009.  All of 823 

these assets are being used to serve customers and are useful additions to our delivery 824 

system. 825 

5. New Meters and Distribution Transformer Blanket Programs 826 

Q. What are the major blanket programs that fall within this category? 827 

A. These blanket programs involve the purchase of new meters and transformers to replace 828 

failed or obsolete meters and transformers, as well as to supply these items to customers 829 

for new or changed services.  New meters are routinely purchased to satisfy the need for 830 

new services, regulatory requirements, meter replacements, and exchanges.  ComEd 831 

purchases distribution transformers to maintain safe, reliable service to ComEd 832 

customers, as well as to meet system reinforcement and additional capacity requirements.  833 

Due to the large volume of meters and transformers purchased every year – in 2009, 834 

approximately 95,000 meters and 5,300 transformers rated at less than 10 MVA – at a 835 

relatively minor cost per unit, it is cost-prohibitive to track these on a per-project basis.  836 

Therefore, we track the purchase of these items in blanket programs.   837 

Q. How much did ComEd add to rate base as a result of purchasing new meters and 838 

distribution overhead transformers in 2008 and 2009? 839 

A. From third quarter 2008 through the end of 2009, ComEd invested approximately $13.8 840 

million and $65.4 million in new meters and distribution transformers, respectively. In 841 

addition, between January, 2010 and June, 2011, ComEd expects to purchase new meters 842 
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and transformers in the amounts of $15.1 million and $55.6 million, respectively, and has 843 

included these amounts in its pro forma adjustment to rate base.   844 

Q. Are there any recent successes regarding ComEd’s purchase of new transformers 845 

that the Commission should be aware of?   846 

A. Yes.  ComEd consistently strives to reduce the cost of all its supplies.  Our efforts in this 847 

regard were recently particularly successful in reducing its unit cost of (< 10 MVA) 848 

transformer procurement, where renegotiating our supply arrangements resulted in cost 849 

savings of between 6% a year and 12% a year, depending on the type of transformer.   850 

6. Fleet Vehicles Blanket Program 851 

Q. What is this blanket program? 852 

A. The Fleet Vehicles program covers the purchase of vehicles required to conduct ComEd’s 853 

delivery business.  ComEd’s vehicles include light to heavy duty trucks, such as aerial 854 

lifts to perform overhead work, and light duty support vehicles such as pickup trucks and 855 

SUV’s.   856 

Currently, ComEd operates about 3,300 vehicles, of which 63% (about 2,100) run 857 

on a fuel other than gasoline.  This includes: 858 

 1,774 Trucks that use biodiesel fuel (20% soybean oil, 80% diesel); 859 

 250 E85 Flex-fuel vehicles that use 860 
ethanol; 861 

 91 Hybrid Ford Escape SUVs; 862 

 40 Toyota Prius Hybrids, like that shown 863 
to the right; 864 

 10 Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid Electric 865 
Vehicles (PHEV); 866 
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 10  Biodiesel-electric Hybrid Bucket Trucks (ComEd will acquire 11 more in 867 
2010, and at least 10 more in the first quarter of 2011); and 868 

 1 Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) Bucket Truck. 869 

These alternative fuel vehicles reduce carbon dioxide emissions by over 4,200 metric 870 

tons annually, or the equivalent of removing about 1,300 cars or 400 bucket trucks from 871 

the road for a full year. 872 

Q. How much has ComEd invested in fleet vehicles that it seeks to add to rate base? 873 

A. On the distribution side of the business, ComEd spent approximately $39 million on fleet 874 

vehicles after its rate base was set in the 2007 Rate Case and through December 31, 2009, 875 

of which $35.8 million was spent on heavy/medium duty and light duty support vehicles.  876 

ComEd will invest an additional $27.1 million of distribution costs in purchasing such 877 

vehicles between January 2010 and June 2011, and has included this amount in its pro 878 

forma adjustment to rate base.5  We purchase vehicles from vendors that compete on both 879 

price and performance. 880 

Q. How has ComEd’s fleet vehicle program benefitted customers?   881 

A. Of course, at a basic level, the vehicles allow ComEd to provide utility service.  882 

However, as I noted above, we are also able to operate a very environmentally sound 883 

fleet while containing costs effectively.  884 

                                                 
5 ComEd’s alternative regulation proposal includes a pilot of electric vehicles (“EVs”).  No EV 

purchases are included here. 
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III. Vegetation Management Activities 885 

Q. Mr. Donnelly’s testimony (ComEd Ex. 8.0) discusses ComEd’s Operations and 886 

Maintenance activities, but states that you will be addressing several of the largest 887 

specific O&M projects.  What is the significance of vegetation management? 888 

A. The goal of vegetation management is to reduce the frequency of downed and short-889 

circuited power lines due to contact with vegetation cost-effectively and consistently with 890 

other requirements.  This is a very important function because vegetation is a major 891 

factor in causing customer outages and maintaining overall system reliability.  For 892 

example, in 2009, ComEd recorded 5,096 tree-related distribution outages.  Of those, 893 

3,366 were due to broken limbs, 1,421 were from tree contact, and 301 were due to 894 

uprooted trees.  These vegetation-related causes accounted for, in total, about 16% of the 895 

interruptions on ComEd’s delivery system. 896 

Q. How does ComEd manage vegetation that may affect its system? 897 

A. ComEd has an integrated vegetation management plan that includes regularly inspecting, 898 

trimming, and, as required, clearing vegetation that may affect its system on a 48-month 899 

cycle.  For example, we trim or remove trees that interfere with overhead electric lines 900 

under the requirements of National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”) Rule 218.  We also 901 

regularly review poor-performing circuits so that we can periodically accelerate trimming 902 

around those circuits if vegetation is an issue.  Our plan has been developed in 903 

conjunction with expert engineers, foresters, and arborists and is designed to meet all 904 

applicable standards.     905 
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Q. What changes has ComEd made in its vegetation management program since its 906 

2007 Rate Case? 907 

A. ComEd’s vegetation management program is increasingly effective now that ComEd has 908 

developed improved methodologies, schedules, and budgets to accomplish the work.  909 

ComEd has moved toward fixed pricing per mile of circuit trimmed, which is expected to 910 

reduce total contractor cost.  Along with fixed pricing strategies, safety, reliability and 911 

quality incentives are built into the contracts.  For example, the annual trim cycle (48-912 

month cycle) program is scheduled, progressed and monitored daily and eight percent of 913 

the contractor payment is withheld until quality inspection is completed and deficiencies, 914 

if any, are corrected.  Quality assurance (QA) inspections are performed on 100% of the 915 

completed circuits.  The budget is aligned to work scope and reviewed weekly, and 916 

spending is validated against the work performed.  This rigorous process reduced 917 

ComEd’s costs in 2009 by more than $3 million dollars or about $370 per mile trimmed. 918 

Q. What were ComEd’s vegetation management costs? 919 

A. In the 2009 test year, ComEd spent approximately $47 million on vegetation 920 

management, of which $39.9 million was for the trim cycle alone. 921 

Q. You mentioned earlier in your testimony that ComEd recently restructured many of 922 

its contractor relationships.  What did ComEd do with respect to vegetation 923 

management? 924 

A. In 2009, ComEd issued a new RFP (Request for Proposal) for this work in an effort to 925 

ensure that its costs continue to be reasonable.  All of the distribution 48-month trim 926 

cycle work for 2010 and 2011 was competitively bid, and awards were made to three 927 
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vendors.  Each contract awarded also contains incentives for meeting or exceeding 928 

performance targets related to safety, reliability and quality.  ComEd employs this 929 

strategy of requiring prospective vendors to bid on contracts that have further 930 

performance incentives to drive up performance and productivity and then ensures that 931 

each contractor is accountable for the tree-related reliability performance within its 932 

assigned areas of operation by measuring the deficiency rate of completed and inspected 933 

work. 934 

Q. Mr. McMahan, has ComEd’s vegetation management program been conducted 935 

prudently and at reasonable cost? 936 

A. Yes.  Vegetation management is designed to improve system outage performance.  We 937 

review contractor performance to gauge productivity and effectiveness, tie contractor 938 

payments to the reliability of circuits they have trimmed, and continually monitor our 939 

costs against our performance.  We then adjust the program to ensure a maximum return 940 

on the money we spend and improved reliability for our customers.  In short, we conduct 941 

a prudent vegetation management program and that program contributed to our 942 

outstanding reliability performance last year.   943 

IV. Functionalization 944 

Q. Mr. Donnelly testifies that ComEd’s proposed revenue requirement reflects a 945 

correct functionalization of its distribution and transmission assets and related 946 

expenses.  What does the term “functionalize” mean in this context? 947 

A. The term “functionalize” in this context refers to the division of ComEd’s assets, 948 

expenses, and miscellaneous revenues among the transmission, distribution, and customer 949 
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functions.  The functionalization process involves both engineering and regulatory 950 

analysis.  951 

Each year ComEd is required to prepare and file with FERC a “FERC Form 952 

No. 1: Annual Report of Major Electric Utilities, Licensees and Others,” commonly 953 

referred to as the FERC “Form 1.”  The FERC Form 1 uses FERC’s Uniform System of 954 

Accounts (“FERC USOA”), and contains accounts that directly reflect this division of a 955 

utility’s investments and costs among production, transmission, distribution, and 956 

customer functions. Some USOA accounts relate to only one of the functions, while other 957 

accounts relate to more than one.  In ComEd’s case that does not involve production, as 958 

ComEd does not generate electricity and has no production assets. 959 

Q. Are you familiar with how the rate base and expenses recovered through ComEd’s 960 

ICC-filed rates coordinate with the rate base and expenses recovered through 961 

ComEd’s FERC-filed rates?  962 

A. Yes, I am.  The separation of assets and functions between distribution and transmission 963 

is accomplished through application of the “Seven Factor Test.”  The Seven Factor Test 964 

refers to seven indicators identified in FERC’s Order No. 888 that determine what assets 965 

and related expenses constitute local distribution, and are thus subject to state jurisdiction 966 

(see III FERC Stats. and Regs., Regs. Preambles ¶ 31,036 at 31,771).  These indicators 967 

are: 968 

1. Local distribution facilities are normally in close proximity to retail 969 
customers; 970 

2. Local distribution facilities are primarily radial in character; 971 

3. Power flows into local distribution facilities -  it rarely, if ever, flows out; 972 
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4. When power enters a local distribution system, it is not reconsigned or 973 
transported to some other market; 974 

5. Power entering a local distribution system is consumed in a comparatively 975 
restricted geographical area; 976 

6. Meters are based at the transmission local distribution interface to measure 977 
flows into the local distribution system; and 978 

7. Local distribution systems will be of reduced voltage.   979 

In general, distribution facilities operate at lower voltages than transmission 980 

facilities.  And many very low voltage facilities (e.g., for ComEd, facilities operating at 981 

34kV and less) are uniformly distribution.  However, ComEd has a number of high-982 

voltage distribution facilities, notably “radial” lines and certain substations operating at 983 

138kV.  Distribution lines generally supply local load rather than carry power for long 984 

distances.  Distribution transformers convert the electricity to a lower voltage level that is 985 

directly usable by retail customers or can be delivered to such customers in a local area 986 

through a distribution feeder.   987 

Q. How does functionalization coordinate transmission and distribution rates? 988 

A. Proper functionalization ensures that the ICC sets rates based on the facilities that 989 

perform a local distribution function while FERC sets rates on facilities used for 990 

transmission.  Assets will not be included in both distribution and transmission rate bases, 991 

nor wrongfully excluded from both rate bases.  Likewise, expenses will not be recovered 992 

twice through both FERC- and ICC-regulated rates, nor will the utility be denied the 993 

opportunity to recover expenses at all.  Proper functionalization of assets and expenses 994 

means that a utility recovers its expenses once and receives a return of and on its 995 

investments once.   996 
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Q. How should refunctionalization of assets and expenses from one function to the 997 

other affect the total delivery services rates paid by customers? 998 

A. In general, functionalization is neutral to customers because customers are charged for a 999 

given expenditure either through delivery rates or transmission rates, but not both.  So 1000 

long as there is no good reason to believe that either FERC or the Commission will refuse 1001 

to permit a utility to recover an appropriate revenue requirement, there is no good reason 1002 

to believe that refunctionalizing an asset or expense will change the total of the revenue 1003 

requirements allowed by both regulators. 1004 

Q. With the review described above, does ComEd’s distribution plant balance included 1005 

in rate base represent assets that are properly functionalized to distribution? 1006 

A. Yes, it does. 1007 

Q. How does the functionalization of expenses compare to the functionalization of 1008 

assets? 1009 

A. ComEd’s functionalization of its expenses uses analogous principles.  I am familiar with 1010 

these various rules and the effect of functionalization on state and federal rates.  Other 1011 

witnesses, particularly Ms. Houtsma and Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 6.0), testify about the 1012 

details of the application of such rules to certain of ComEd’s assets and expenses. 1013 

Q. How does ComEd ensure that its costs are properly functionalized? 1014 

A. ComEd has looked for ways to improve functionalization over the years.  It now requires 1015 

that every project that requires specific capital approval contain a functionality analysis 1016 

as part of that approval. In addition, we also conduct a periodic refunctionalization 1017 

review.   1018 
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IV. Construction Work in Progress 1019 

Q. What is Construction Work in Progress, or CWIP? 1020 

A. CWIP is the amount of money, at any given time, which has been spent on infrastructure 1021 

that has not yet gone into service.  There are always projects under construction, and thus 1022 

costs included in CWIP at any given time.   1023 

Q. Why is a portion of CWIP included in rate base? 1024 

A. CWIP related costs can be recovered in one of two ways.  For many projects – generally 1025 

those with a total expected expenditure of greater than $25,000 and an expected 1026 

construction period of greater than 30 days – ComEd accrues an Allowance for Funds 1027 

Used During Construction (“AFUDC”).  AFUDC increases the value of the asset when it 1028 

goes into rate base to compensate ComEd for the costs of the asset prior to its going into 1029 

service.  AFUDC is similar to the capitalization of interest, but is designed to capitalize 1030 

the full allowed cost of capital using a formula approved by the Commission.   1031 

However, for projects that do not accrue AFUDC, ComEd recovers its capital 1032 

costs by including investments in the project in rate base as the project is being 1033 

constructed.  Those investments are CWIP in rate base.  Because of the rules I described 1034 

above, projects not accruing AFUDC will, by definition, be in service within a short 1035 

period of time.  However, as those investments are placed in service, they are constantly 1036 

being replaced by new “short-term” non-AFUDC projects.  Therefore, by adding a 1037 

representative “snapshot” view of CWIP to rate base, we recover the costs of all these 1038 

investments. 1039 
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Q. What is the level of CWIP included in ComEd’s proposed rate base? 1040 

A. ComEd has included $12.6 million of CWIP in rate base.   1041 

Q. Is this level of CWIP reasonable? 1042 

A. Yes.  The level of CWIP in ComEd’s rate base is representative of ComEd’s current 1043 

construction activities and ComEd is projecting no decline – and certainly no known and 1044 

measurable decline – in the level of non-AFUDC projects.   1045 

Q. What does ComEd do to insure that the cost of its CWIP is reasonable? 1046 

A. Because CWIP merely represents carrying costs that are incurred prior to a project being 1047 

placed in service, by insuring that ComEd’s facility construction process is efficient and 1048 

that its construction costs are reasonable – through all the mechanisms described in my 1049 

and Mr. Donnelly’s testimony – ComEd also insures that its CWIP is reasonable. 1050 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 1051 

A. Yes. 1052 


